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Abstract
We reexamine the longstanding hypothesis that lunar contraction is constrained by
the lack of a visible global system of compressive faults. We model the lunar litho-
sphere as a layered elastic medium that fails according to a Mohr-Coulomb criterion.
We use elastic constants inferred from lunar seismic profiles, and use a finite element
code to model the response of this lithosphere to contraction. We find that fault
localization and propagation are strongly affected by the thickness of the lithosphere.
A thin lithosphere promotes fault localization by extending through the entire litho-
sphere and thus enabling large stress relief and large displacements. For a thick elastic
lithosphere the mode of faulting is less localized and many faults form in the upper
part of the lithosphere, each with small displacements. Furthermore, localization in
a thin lithosphere enables fault propagation through a compliant layer, such as a
1-3 km megaregolith layer, while for a thick lithosphere faults cannot penetrate this
layer. Thus, the lack of an observed global system of compressive faults, similar to
the lobate scarps observed on the surface of Mercury, may not be due to the absence
of an episode of global contraction on the moon, but rather due to the thickness of
the lithosphere at that time.
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C.1 Lithospheric structure
Chapter 1
Introduction
MacDonald (1960) [29] was the first to conclude that the lack of an observable global
system of faults places a limit of +1 km on the global expansion/contraction of
the moon. Solomon and Chaiken (1976) [51] and Solomon (1977) [48] used this
limit to constrain the initial temperature profile of the moon using thermal evolution
models based on conduction. They concluded that acceptable models have central
temperatures Tc < 500'C and a magma ocean depth of Zo = 200 ± 100 km. This
"inverted" temperature profile is characteristic of "cold" initial conditions.
However, current lunar formation scenarios require an almost totally molten moon,
i.e., a "hot" initial condition. Giant impact simulations by Cameron and Canup
(1998) [9] show that two subsequent modes of formation exist. In one, a circumter-
restrial disk forms around the Roche lobe. Simulations of the subsequent evolution
of the circumterrestrial disk, calculated by Ida et al. (1997) [20], show that this disk
accreted on a time scale of between a month and a year. Pritchard and Stevenson
(2000) [42] showed that for accretion times of a few years, the accretional heating
of the moon would be a significant energy source. In the second scenario, the ini-
tial impact, which is of high angular momentum, results directly in the formation
of a few large bodies outside the Roche limit. Touma and Wisdom (1998) [60] con-
ducted a thorough investigation of the subsequent evolution of such an Earth-Moon
system. They showed that in scenarios in which the current inclination of the moon
is excited, tidal heating in the moon deposits enough energy to heat up the entire
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moon by - 1000'K [60]. It should be noted that the lack of visible global faulting
constrains only the contraction after the late heavy bombardment, at around 3.8 Ga.
Some portion of the temperature rise associated with an older tidal heating event
may have been dissipated by that time.
Finally, Pritchard and Stevenson (2000) [42], in a recent review paper, have shown
that although the radius-change constraint is not as severe as previously thought, cur-
rent wisdom still suggests that a significantly molten moon, as would be the outcome
of a giant impact, is expected to have an observable global surface manifestation.
Thus, the apparent contradiction between a "hot" initial condition and the lack of an
observable global faulting system associated with a lunar contraction remains.
Let us examine the arguments in favor of a "cold" initial condition in more detail.
The stress at the surface of the lithosphere, resulting from global contraction, is given
by Solomon (1986) [50]:
E AR
1 -v R
where cxh is the horizontal stress, v is Poisson's ratio and E is Young's modulus.
Solomon (1986) [50] used this relation, assuming E = 100 GPa and v = 0.25, and
concluded that for an assumed crustal strength of 100 MPa, the corresponding limit
on radial contraction would be around 1 km. One of the major motivations for this
argument is the fact that images of Mercury reveal a uniform distribution of lobate
scarps [57] . These scarps were interpreted as being the surface expression of reverse
or thrust faults and their random orientation and distribution supported the view that
they were formed due to an episode of global contraction [57]. Strom et al. (1975)
[57] concluded that the minimum radius change consistent with these observations
was around 1-2 km. Note that this value for the radius change of Mercury is only a
lower bound: 1) If contraction began before the end of the major bombardment, many
faults could have been obliterated and concealed [57]. 2) The implicit assumption is
that currently no compressive stress is stored in the elastic lithosphere. If the stress
on faults is that given by Byerlee's law the amount of strain that is stored elastically
is comparable to the amount required to initiate faulting.
In figure B-1 we show estimates of the strength envelopes of the upper lithospheres
of the moon and Mercury under horizontal compression. The upper part of this
envelope is given by Byerlee's law using coefficients from Byerlee (1978) [8], while
the lower dotted line is a qualitative description of the strength in the ductile regime
based on a flow law of dry olivine given by Karato et al. (1986) [22] and a linear
temperature dependence on depth. We choose to scale the temperature gradient of
Mercury from the lunar one assuming similar heat production per unit mass and
simple conduction. Although this is not rigorously justified, our rationale is that:
1) the temperature gradient at these depths is mainly proportional to the surface
heat flux. Spohn, et al. (2000) [55], suggest that for Mercury this value should be
a few times the lunar surface heat flux (~ 10 mW m- 2 ). 2) even if we assume the
same temperature gradient for the moon and Mercury the lithosphere of Mercury
will be about 2/3 as thick as the lunar one. Thus, for the purpose of our study we
regard these two planets as representing two classes: Mercury - a "thin lithosphere"
case and the Moon as a "thick lithosphere" case. Finally, the surface heat flux and
temperature gradient have surely evolved over time in both these bodies, but because
of Mercury's larger radius and core differentiation we think it is safe to assume that
during much of their histories this distinction would probably hold.
The vertical dashed line, in figure B-1, shows the stress due to a lunar contraction
of 2 km assuming a Young's modulus of E = 100 GPa, after Solomon (1986) [50].
By examination of the top region of these strength envelopes, it seems likely that
a lunar contraction of more than - 1 km would produce a horizontal compression
which would surpass the strength envelope given by Byerlee's law to a depth of a
few kilometers. Given that faulting would originate in the top few kilometers, but
that most of the lithosphere should be below the failure stress, we thought it useful
to investigate the consequences of contraction in a thick lithosphere, ~ 100 kilometer
thick. We contrast that to the situation, which might be more applicable to Mercury,
in which the lithosphere is thin, a few tens of kilometers. The responses of lithospheres
of different thickness is important because the argument comparing lunar contraction
to the contraction of Mercury assumes that faults due to a contraction of ~ 2 km
will be visible, but strain due to contraction could be distributed on many small
faults without being observable if these faults do not break the entire thickness of the
lithosphere.
Chapter 2
Model
2.1 Fracture Criteria
The shear strength of rocks at shallow depths is assumed to be given by the Mohr-
Coulomb criterion:
Tfail [ un + c, (2.1)
where rfail is the shear stress on the fault, on is the normal stress, p is the coefficient
of friction and c is the cohesive strength of the rock. Byerlee (1968) [7] first noted
that this equation fits empirical measurements of frictional resistance of rocks on
preexisting faults over a large range of confining pressures. Byerlee's law is essentially
independent of rock type, temperature (to ~ 400'C) and strain rate [8]. The best fit
values for preexisting fractures are [8]
0.85un 3 < On < 200 MPa
Tfazl= (2.2)
0.69n + 60 ± 10 Un > 200 MPa.
Friction experiments on lunar soils, to depths of - 100 m, (both in situ measurements
and experiments conducted on returned samples) yield y = 0.6 - 1.2 and c = 10-4 -
10- 3 MPa [10]. For unfractured rock, c is less uniform, so we investigate its effects.
We neglect dynamical effects related to crack propagation. According to Freund
(1990) [15], such dynamical effects can be neglected as long as the characteristic
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loading time is much longer than the time it takes an elastic wave to propagate
through a characteristic length scale. Other effects like strain weakening, velocity
weakening, or velocity strengthening, are all time dependent and beyond the scope
of this study.
2.2 Crustal Structure: Interpretation
We model the lunar lithosphere as a simple two- or three-layer elastic medium with a
uniform cohesion. We base our elastic layer properties on seismic wave velocities [59],
using the method reviewed by Golombek (1985) [17]. Assuming v = 0.25 and using
a representative density structure, Table C.1 shows our basic three-layer lithosphere.
Toks6z et al. (1974) [59] state that the velocity structure determined is not a strong
function of the assumed density or of Poisson's ratio.
Pritchard and Stevenson (2000) [42] fit the seismic profile using experimental data
on the effects of cracks and pores on Young's modulus, through the use of a damage
parameter. They find an effective Young's modulus that is as much as a factor of
10 lower than what we have used in the 1-10 kilometer layer. Clearly the use of
derived elastic properties for the current moon might not be applicable to the elastic
properties of an earlier moon. As an example, Young's modulus and the cohesive
strength will surely be affected by impacts, mare emplacement and thermal cycling,
since we do not have a means by which to accurately estimate these effects, we will
use conservative values for Young's modulus and reasonable estimates for the cohesive
strength.
The interpretation of the composition of our three layer model is as follows:
* 0-1 km A layer of megaregolith: The low seismic velocities and theoretical
models of cratering [1], [18] suggest that a 1-3 km thick layer of megaregolith
covers the highland regions, and to some extent, the mare regions as well. The
regions of fault initiation will only shift deeper if we assume a thicker megare-
golith layer is present. We also conduct experiments without this layer, in order
to model mare regions.
* 1-20 km Toks6z et al. (1974) [59], concluded, on the basis of the rapid increase
of seismic velocity with depth, that this layer corresponds to a pervasively frac-
tured layer. The inferred velocity structure in this layer also corresponds to the
velocity measured in lunar sample rocks [59]. Wieczorek and Phillips (1997)
[65] showed that gravity to topography ratios on the lunar highlands can be
fit by a two-layer Airy crustal compensation model with an intracrustal discon-
tinuity at - 20 km. Furthermore, an intracrustal compositional discontinuity
is also supported by the more mafic composition revealed at the South Pole
Aitken basin, where material was excavated to great depth [12] . Thus, it is not
clear whether this discontinuity corresponds to a compositional discontinuity or
to an interface between fractured and unfractured rock, but as Wieczorek and
Phillips (1997) [65] conclude, this is probably a global feature.
* > 20 km Toks6z et al. (1974) [59] identified this layer as competent rock,
probably of anorthositic gabbro composition.
2.3 Plane Strain Two-Dimensional Finite Element
Model
We model the behavior of the moon's lithosphere assuming two-dimensional plane
strain in a linear elastic medium. Viscous processes are less important in the outer
layers of the lithosphere and would probably only tend to relax the resulting topog-
raphy. In addition, Turcotte (1983) [61] showed that including the thermal evolution
of the lithosphere itself would only reduce the compressional stresses in this layer and
that the lower lithosphere might actually be in a state of extension. Thus, regardless
of whether or not the thermal stresses in the elastic lithosphere itself are relieved,
neglecting them gives an upper bound estimate of the compressional stress caused by
the thermal contraction of the lunar interior.
We use the finite element code Tecton (developed by Melosh and Raefsky, 1980
[33]) in which faults are modeled using the "slippery node" technique [34]. This
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technique allows for either free slip or specified shear stress on the fault planes. We
assume that fractures form in regions that have reached a Mohr-Coulomb failure
envelope, given by eq. (2.1), and that the stress on the fault drops after rupture to
the value predicted by Byerlee's law. In order to model crustal heterogeneity, we
insert a 10% random perturbation in the value of the cohesion. Cases of free slip on
the fault were also examined.
2.3.1 Comparison to Analytical solutions
In order to assure ourselves of the accuracy of the "slippery node" technique [34]
we compared the results of numerical simulations to those predicted by analytic and
semi-analytical models of fracture.
First we choose a simple problem that can be solved analytically. An infinite
tunnel crack with a length of 2a. Sliding takes place along the length of the crack.
The stress field at the crack tip is given by [43]:
( c0ii >1( - sin ( )(2 + cos (i) cos
K1 2  2)r (2-3)
912 = cos (2)(1 - sin ()sin ())
U22 sin (i) cos ( ) cos (g) )
where r, 6 are the cylindrical in-plane coordinates (the crack tip is located at r = 0)
and K11 = u12 (oc) wa. In figure B-2 we see a comparison of the shear stress field
surrounding the crack. The dashed line is the theoretical model while the full line is
the numerical one.
Second, we performed a comparison to a semi-analytical solution of a dip slip
normal fault in a layered elastic medium [28]. The fault has a geometry of length
48 kin, width 24 km, dip 550 and a constant slip of 1 m. In figure B-3 we see the
subsurface vertical displacements for a model with v = 0.25 and t = 30/60/150 GPa.
For comparison in figure B-4 we see the results of our numerical experiment.
These two comparisons suggest that the "slippery node" technique [34] is qual-
itatively accurate in modeling shear stress and displacements in a faulted elastic
medium.
2.3.2 Numerical Scheme
To accommodate the stress and resulting faults produced by global contraction, we
increase the strain gradually. At each step of strain-increase, faults are introduced in-
stantaneously, and thus are assumed to propagate rapidly compared to the timescale
of stress accumulation. This iteration is continued until the additional strain is dis-
tributed either on faults or elastically. We use a "proximity to failure" criterion, as
defined by Melosh and Williams (1989) [34]: Pf = . This relation as-
sumes that faults occur on planes oriented at a given angle to the least compressive
stress, but this angle may not coincide with the predefined grid orientation. The
stress field at nodes is calculated as the weighted mean of the adjacent elements,
unless the node is at the crack tip, in which case we use only the highest stress ele-
ments. In addition, we require a minimal fault spacing of one node. This averaging
scheme compensates for the numerical underestimation of the stress at the crack tip
that would result from using standard stress smoothing techniques and smoothes the
stress field in a more accurate way. Nodes fracture when Pf > 1.0, but preference
is given to faulting at a crack tip. Only if the surrounding stress is not relieved by
propagation at the crack tips, will a new fault plane form. Finally, faults cannot share
a node, and thus cannot cross, and are terminated by a regular node. More details
on the actual implementation and the code can be found in Appendix A.
2.3.3 Other Numerical Approaches
Other approaches to the solution of dynamical fault propagation are available as well.
Let us review some of them.
Neumann and Zuber (1995) [37], used a finite element viscous flow method which
incorporates the effects of velocity weakening. As a faulting criteria they use Byer-
lee's law with a coefficient of internal friction which depends on the strain rate. If the
fracture criteria has been overcome a new effective viscosity is computed for that ele-
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ment. The new effective viscosity is lower, thus increasing the strain rate which then
decreases the fracture criteria through velocity weakening, leading to localization.
Other methods incorporate the plastic behavior explicitly. For example, Barnichon
and Charlier (1996) [5], Paliakov and Herrmann (1994) [40] and Leroy and Ortiz
(1989) [25] use an elastoplastic finite element model. The overall idea is similar to
the previous one although the fracture criteria might be different. Once the fracture
criteria has been overcome the element follows plastic behavior and thus, localization
occurs.
An interesting discussion of these and other methods is presented by Gerbault et
al. (1998) [16], which perform a comparison of different constitutive models, elasticity,
rigid plasticity and elastoplasticity, on a suite of general problems of tectonics.
Chapter 3
Results
We performed numerical experiments on our two- and three-layer models, with a best
horizontal resolution of 333 m, a vertical resolution of 200 m, and cohesion values in
the range 1-20 MPa. Experiments were also conducted on coarser grids, with similar
qualitative results. We used a grid with fault traces oriented at 300 to the horizontal.
We also performed experiments with other fault orientations, but orientations in the
range 300 - 40' resulted in the greatest fault spacing so are the most conservative
choice.
Figures B-5 show the nodes where failure occurred for a three-layer model. In these
figures the strain is equivalent to a 2 km change in the lunar radius. These figures
span a range of different cohesion values and we see that fault spacing increases with
increasing cohesion. Furthermore, at low cohesion values, we see that the grid is
essentially saturated with faults.
The value of cohesion that in our models corresponds to fault saturation was in-
dependently estimated by Montesi (personal communication, 1998). According to
Montesi and Zuber (1998b) [36], the behavior of a medium undergoing localization
can be characterized using a negative stress exponent. This negative exponent gives
rise to instabilities with a dominant wavelength [35]. Montesi (personal communica-
tion, 1998) estimated that the stress drop on faults that would correspond to fault
saturation in our model is - 2.5 MPa. In our models this transition occurred at a
stress drop of between 2 and 4 MPa.
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These figures show that in the three-layer case, faults did not propagate through
the top layer of compliant material (low Young's modulus). In addition, faults did
not propagate deeper than - 10 km depth in any of these models due to the increase
in lithostatic stress suppressing frictional failure.
For a constant strain, as we increase the cohesion, the region in which faulting
occurs diminishes. In order to isolate the effect of cohesion on surface topography,
we compare Figures B-6 and B-8, which give the surface topography for a three-
/two-layer model (AR = 2 km and c = 1 MPa), to Figures B-7 and B-9, which
give the surface topography for a three-/two-layer model (AR = 3.7 km and c = 20
MPa). As the number of faults increases, the amount of slip accommodated on each
fault is reduced; as a consequence the topography produced by the faults is less
pronounced. For comparison we see in Figure B-10 (AR = 2 km and c = 12 MPa)
that the relatively high topography seen in Figures B-7 and B-9 is not due to the
higher strain, but rather is due mostly to localization.
Cases of zero shear stress on faults after rupture were also examined. The results
concerning fault saturation are similar except, as might be expected, faults propagate
deeper into the lithosphere, to a depth of ~ 15 km.
In the case where a thin elastic lithosphere is placed on top of a viscous interior
we assumed that the viscous relaxation time is much shorter than the characteristic
loading timescale and that the shear stress on the fault is zero, in order to address
possible fault weakening by shear heating. This process is probably more significant
for a thinner lithosphere.
The results, for a thin lithosphere, are almost independent of the cohesion value
and of the megaregolith layer, and in all our simulations one large fault forms, extend-
ing through the entire elastic lithosphere into the ductile regime. For small values of
the cohesion, a few additional minor faults occur on the upthrown block (Figure B-
11). The relatively small displacements on the fault, ~ 25 m, that are observed in
Figure B-11 are due to the relatively short length-scale of faulting, ~ 60 kin, which
is imposed by the horizontal scope of our model. The displacements on the fault
would scale linearly with the length-scale. In our thick lithosphere models the fault-
ing length-scale was not determined by the horizontal scope of our model, as fault
spacing was always shorter than that.
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Chapter 4
Discussion
4.1 Lunar faults
Our proposed mechanism of nonlocalized faulting seems to be capable of explaining
the lack of an observable global fault system on the moon, but can this be reconciled
with the fact that some faults are observed on the moon? To answer this we must
examine lunar faults and their possible sources.
The most prominent tectonic features on the moon, rilles and ridges, are associated
with mare basins. Rilles are generally interpreted as grabens and are mostly found
adjacent to major mare basins. Rille formation ceased ~ 3.6 ± 0.2 Ga. [27]. We
can distinguish between two subclasses of rilles, linear rilles and arcuate rilles. Most
arcuate rilles are concentric to mare basins; the prevailing interpretation of their origin
is by basin subsidence [66]. Linear rilles are found both in highlands and in lunar
maria [66]. Some linear rilles have radial orientations with respect to Imbrium and
thus are thought to be related to either the impact or emplacement of mare Imbrium
[66]. Head and Wilson (1993) [19] investigated two linear rilles and concluded that
they formed due to the intrusion of dikes to shallow depths. They suggest that other
lunar rilles might have formed in a similar manner [19]. Finally, Wilhelms (1987) [66]
suggested that some linear rilles might also be associated with mantle uplift beneath
the Procellarum basin.
Mare ridges, also known as wrinkle ridges, are mostly located within mare basins
and are usually interpreted, in conjunction with arcuate rilles, as being the con-
sequence of basin subsidence [66] . The formation of mare ridges continued after
emplacement of the youngest mare basins, - 3 Ga ago [52]. Some authors suggest
that vertical tectonism within the mare is responsible for mare ridges (e.g. [26]).
Others suggest that mare ridges are thrust faults, which result from a superposition
of flexural bending and global compression [52], [53] . Sharpton and Head (1988) [47]
analyzed mare ridge and crater intersections and concluded that mare ridges are due
to tectonic processes that include both vertical movements and buckling.
Scarps are observed both in maria and in highland regions [62] . They are inter-
preted as being a consequence of thrust faults. In addition, mare ridges that extend
into the highlands change their morphological characteristics and transform into sin-
gle scarps, presumably due to the change in the physical properties of the underlying
lithosphere [26]. Lucchitta (1976) [26] concluded that scarps are formed due to local
vertical tectonism. Binder and Gunga (1985) [3] suggest that some scarps seen in
the lunar highlands are young thrust faults that might be related to global contrac-
tion, but their extrapolation to ~ 2000 scarps in the lunar highlands is not generally
accepted.
There are two relatively straightforward ways to reconcile these localized faults
due to loading, flexure and subsidence with our models that do not show localized
faulting associated with global compression for a thick lithosphere. The first is that
plate flexure tends to cause maximum stress, and hence maximum displacements, in
the near surface layers, while global compression has stress, and hence displacements
that are at a minimum in the near surface region. The second, is that the lithosphere
was thinner, either locally or globally, at the time of loading, for example by mare
emplacement, but thickened before substantial contraction due to cooling occurred.
4.1.1 Thickness of the elastic lithosphere
We have shown that lunar contraction can be compatible with the lack of an observed
global system of thrust faults if we assume a thick lithosphere. Thus, it is interesting
to ask whether the thickness of the lunar lithosphere can be constrained over lunar
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history.
Solomon and Head (1979, 1980) [52], [53] use the radial location of rilles and mare
ridges as a constraint on flexural models in order to distinguish between lithosphere
thicknesses. They suggest that the spatial and temporal distribution of rilles and
mare ridges indicates that the elastic lithosphere thickened, from - 25-75 km to -
100 kin, during the time between rille and ridge formation. The load used in this
work was computed on the basis of the gravity anomalies that were known at that
time. Williams and Zuber (1998) [68] suggested that the mare basalt thickness used
by Solomon and Head (1980) [53] is too high by a factor of 1-5, in all of the mare
examined except in mare Humorum, in which the thickness estimated by Williams
and Zuber (1998) [68] is thicker than that used by Solomon and Head (1980) [53].
Other estimates of the volume of mare basalt in mare Humorum, by Budney and
Lucey (1998) [6], suggest that the volume used by Solomon and Head (1980) [53] is
overestimated by more than a factor of two. Furthermore, for some mare filled craters,
superisostatic compensation by moho uplift is suggested [38], [64], and mascon mass
concentrations in basins without mare fill [24] also suggest that the surface load used
by Solomon and Head (1979, 1980), [52], [53], might be overestimated. Williams
et al. (1995) [67] estimated the lithosphere thickness below mare Humorum using
flexural models incorporating loading due to moho uplift and concluded that a thicker
lithosphere (125 km) is needed, but they used the same surface load as was used by
Solomon and Head (1980) [53], plus an intra-plate load at the mantle-crust interface.
In addition flexural models with cylindrical loads, as used by Solomon and Head
(1979, 1980) [52], [53], predict that thrust faults at the outer portions of the mare
have a preferred radial orientation [52] but some ridges in mare Procellarum are
oriented concentrically [66]. Freed et al. (1999) [14] argued, using flexural models,
that concentric thrust faults can be induced in a thin elastic lithosphere, supporting
our supposition that the lithosphere was thin at the time of loading. In general,
concentric thrust faults are favored in flexural models that include curvature (e.g. [2]
In summary, the conclusions of Solomon and Head (1979, 1980) [52], [53], regard-
ing the thickness of the lithosphere should be regarded with caution as these flexural
models are highly sensitive to the load and load geometry. Thus, we think that the
current state of knowledge does not permit an accurate determination of the thick-
ness of the lunar elastic lithosphere with time, and it seems plausible that a thick
lithosphere existed at the time global contraction would have initiated faulting.
4.2 Global contraction of Mercury
Strom et al (1975) [57] analyzed photogeologic data of Mercury's surface from Mariner
10. One of the important observations made using this data is the presence of lobate
scarps with lengths of 20-500 km and heights of a few hundred meters up to - 3
km. Most of these scarps are interpreted as being thrust or reverse faults because of
their morphology and their relation to other features, such as craters. Lobate scarps
appear to be uniformly distributed and randomly oriented [57]. Thus, a plausible
cause for these scarps is a global compression of - 1-2 km [57]. New estimates of
the lobate scarp topography by Watters et al. (1998) [63] suggest that the limiting
contraction might be even lower, less than one kilometer.
Thomas et al. (1982) [58] concluded that lobate scarps on Mercury are not ran-
domly oriented, rather they have a preferential radial orientation with respect to the
Caloris basin, except for the region at the antipode of Caloris, where a more random
orientation is observed. Fleitout and Thomas (1982) [13] studied the effect of the
ejecta blanket on membrane stresses in a thin elastic lithosphere. They concluded
that one of the effects of an impact, like the one that generated Caloris basin, is to
reorient the compressive prestress associated with global contraction. This reorienta-
tion of the global compressive stress could cause the proposed radial distribution of
scarps with respect to the Caloris basin. They also suggest that graben formation on
the moon was affected in the same manner by the Imbrium basin.
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4.2.1 Crustal Structure
Strom (1979) [56] reviews differences and similarities between craters on the moon
and on Mercury. He concluded that crater morphology and crater statistics on Mer-
cury are similar to lunar maria regions, while they both differ substantially from lunar
highland regions. Cintala et al (1977) [11] suggested that differences in the thickness
of the megaregolith layer are responsible for these changes in cratering traits. Fur-
thermore, they suggest that the similarities in crater morphology/distribution imply
a volcanic origin, similar to the lunar maria. A volcanic origin is also supported by
new calibration of Mariner 10 images [44]. On the other hand Jeanloz et al. (1995)
[21] argue for a basalt free Mercurian surface on the basis of microwave observations
of Mercury's surface.
4.2.2 Thickness of the elastic lithosphere
The thickness of the elastic lithosphere of Mercury is not well constrained; thermal
evolution models by Spohn (1991) [54] suggest that the thermal lithosphere of Mer-
cury, defined by an isotherm of 1073'K, is currently - 150 kilometer thick and was
thinner previously. The thickness of the elastic lithosphere of Mercury at the time
of formation of large craters is estimated to be in excess of 100 kilometer [31], [32]
, based on ring tectonic theory, but effects of viscous relaxation could significantly
decrease this estimate [31], [32].
The evolution of the thickness of the lithosphere is intimately related to the ther-
mal history of Mercury. Presumably, the major difference between the thermal his-
tories of the moon and Mercury is related to core differentiation. Solomon (1976)
[51]concluded that core formation on Mercury would generate heat that could increase
the mean temperature by 700'K and cause a planetary expansion of 17 km. This
event might well heat the near-surface region enough to result in a thin lithosphere.
Thus, our hypothesis that scarp formation on Mercury was probably associated with
a global contraction with a thin lithosphere is a reasonable one.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Summary
We suggest that the appearance of a global system of faults due to planetary con-
traction is not affected solely by the final value of the radius change, but rather it is
determined by a combination of the strain accumulation, due to planetary contrac-
tion, and the thickness of the lithosphere.
At a time of planetary expansion the thickness of the lithosphere is decreasing due
to heating, and in our models localized faulting with observable displacements can
occur. In contrast, global contraction is a result of planetary cooling, which would
result in lithospheric thickening. The processes of lithospheric thickening and strain
accumulation by planetary contraction compete. If a body cools and contracts fast
enough, it might accumulate enough strain to initiate faulting before the lithosphere
is too thick, and thus form a global system of compressive faults, presumably like the
scarps seen on Mercury. If the body's lithosphere is thickening faster than the interior
cools, then by the time sufficient compressive strain has accumulated, the thickness of
the elastic lithosphere might be too high for fault localization. In that case, a global
system of compressive faults might not form. However, local stresses might still be
high enough during this process, or the local thickness of the lithosphere might be low
enough for local faulting to occur. Wilhelms (1987) [66] concluded that many of the
faults observed on the lunar surface are related to thinning of the elastic lithosphere
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beneath basins. If this is correct, our model would be consistent with the observation
of ridges and scarps on the lunar surface in these regions.
There are a few processes that suggest that Mercury and the moon might have had
different strain accumulation histories. The hypothesized Mercurian core has a radius
of ~ 75% [48] and extensive solidification of this core, which is the outcome of most
thermal evolution models (e.g. [45]), can lead to a global contraction of ~ 10 km,
independent of lithospheric cooling [48]. In the moon, the metallic core has a radius
of ~ 12%-25% [24] and thus, even if it solidified, its effect would be much smaller. An-
other difference could be related to the rate at which strain is accumulated. Studies
of the compressive strain accumulation in Mercury, using parameterized convection
[41] show that 70% of the strain would be accumulated 2 Ga. after the contraction
has begun. It is clear that using conduction only, would lengthen the time for strain
accumulation. Furthermore, Solomon (1985) [49] suggested that growth of the elas-
tic lithosphere is not continuous. As the thermal gradient in the upper lithosphere
decreases there will be a discontinuous jump in its thickness when the thickness of
the elastic lithosphere approaches the crustal thickness, which for the moon is - 60
km. The reason for this discontinuous growth is the difference in flow laws of crustal
material and mantle material, which is typically "stronger" than crustal material. It
would be interesting to quantify these effects using thermal evolution models to track
simultaneously the thickness of the elastic lithosphere and the strain accumulation
due to expansion/contraction.
5.2 Conclusions
The primary conclusion of this study is that in the absence of other localization mech-
anisms, such as water, heating, dynamical effects etc., the thickness of the lithosphere
has an important role in determining the mode of faulting. A thin lithosphere leads
to localization by breaking through the entire lithosphere on relatively few faults
each with large displacements. In a thick lithosphere much less localization occurs
and many faults form, each with relatively small displacements. Thus, large amounts
of compression can be accommodated without evidence in the form of observable
scarps. Consequently, we think that the lack of a visible global system of faults puts
a constraint on the history of contraction in conjunction with the thickness of the
lithosphere and does not only constrain the initial thermal state of the moon.
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Appendix A
Appendix: Semi-dynamical fault
propagation code
Our approach to the problem of how to distribute stress on an elastic medium that
has probably failed, was motivated by the physical process. We used a suite of matlab
routines that were used to run Tecton without modifying the actual Tecton code.
The different components of this code are:
1. main-fault: given physical properties, set up the problem and start increasing
the strain. Call drive-fault to see what is the outcome of the strain increase.
2. drive-fault: this routine starts out with a prescribed strain and uses Tecton
to calculate the resulting elastic stress field. This stress field is then used to
examine whether the fracture criteria has been overcome, if so new slippery
nodes are inserted and the stress field is recalculated. This continues until the
stress level is below the fracture criteria.
3. form-fault: this routine sets up the correct format in order to use the starting
file for Tecton.
4. load-fault: this routine reads the output of Tecton.
function [uu] = main-fault(nx,ny,xx,yy,material,rho,coef)
% nx, ny number of nodes,
% xx, yy are the x and y grid positions.
% material is an array specifying Young's modulus and the depth of that layer
% rho is the density structure.
% coef specifies the strain in steps of (1 km)/(radius of moon).
nyl = (ny-I)/2 + 1;
ny2 = (ny-1)/2;
nx1 = (nx-1)/2 + 1;
nx2 = (nx-1)/2;
dy = (yy(2) - yy(1))/(ny1 - 1);
mu.1 = 0.85*ones(ny1,nx1-1);
mu.2 = 0.85*ones(ny2,nx2);
COI = 10.e6*(ones(ny1,nxi-1) + (rand(ny1,nxi-1) - 0.5)/5);
smooth1 = CO_1(2:2:ny1,2:2:nxI-1);
for ii = 2:2:ny1 - 1
for jj = 2:2:nx1-1 - 1
CO_(ii-1:ii+1,jj-1:jj+1) = smoothl(ii/2,jj/2);
CO_2(ii-1:ii,jj-1:jj) = smooth1(ii/2,jj/2);
end
end
CO_2(:,nx2-1) = C0.2(:,nx2-2);
CO_2(:,nx2) = CO.2(:,nx2-1);
fault = [;
tau = [];
for cc = 1*coef/10:coef/10:coef
[newfault,newtau] = drive-fault(nx,ny,xx,yy,material,rho,cc,fault,tau,mu_1,mu_2,C0_1,C_
2 );
fault = newfault;
tau = newtau;
clear newfault newtau
end
save 'tau-tmp' tau
save 'fault-tmp' fault
function [fault,tau] = drivefault(nx,ny,xx,yy,material,rho,coef,fault,tau,mu_0,mu_02,C_01,c_02)
X nx, ny number of nodes,
X xx, yy are the x and y grid positions.
X material is an array specifying Young's modulus and the depth of that layer
% rho is the density structure.
X coef specifies the strain in steps of (I km)/(radius of moon).
% fault is an array specifying the faulted nodes.
X tau is the corresponding ...
X mu_01 and mu_02 are the coefficient of internal friction of each node
% C_01 and C_02 are the cohesive strength of each node
MAXIT 400;
home = '/matlab/tecton/tmp';
dir = '../../../moon/tecton/moon/tmp/';
tecin = [dir 'tecin.dat'];
tecout = [dir 'fedsk.dat'];
theta = [dir 'theta.dat'];
command = ['TectonB'];
dxl = abs(1/1740*(xx(2) - xx(1)))/2*coef
dxr = - dxl
if ~isempty(fault)
nfault = length(fault(:,l))
fault(:,1)'
fault(:,2)'
fault(:,3)'
else
nfault = 0
end
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
[uu,numslip] = formfault(tecin,theta,nx,ny,xx,yy,dxl,dxr,nfault,fault,tau,materialrho);
cd(dir);
unix(command);
cd(home);
[topo,geom,maxfaulty,faulttn] = load-fault(tecout,theta,nx,ny,nfault,numslip,mu_01,mu_02,C_01,c_02);
maxy = maxfaulty(find(maxfaulty(:,6) > 1),:);
if isempty(maxy)
disp(['Did not fault 1')
return
end
if ~isempty(fault)
j = [];
k = [I;
for i = 1:size(maxy,l)
tmp = find(fault(:,l) == maxy(i,l));
if isempty(tmp)
j = [j i];
elseif isempty(find(fault(tmp,2) == maxy(i,2)))
3 = [j i];
end
tmp2 = find((((fault(:,1) == maxy(i,1) + 1) & (fault(:,2) == maxy(i,2) - 1))
((fault(:,1) == maxy(i,1) - 1) & (fault(:,2) == maxy(i,2) + 1))) & fault(:,3) == -1);
tmpl = find((((fault(:,1) maxy(i,1) + 1) & (fault(:,2) == maxy(i,2) + 1))
((fault(:,1) == maxy(i,1) - 1) & (fault(:,2) maxy(i,2) - 1)) & fault(:,3) == 1));
if ~isempty(tmpl)
maxy(1,3) = 1;
end
if ~isempty(tmp2)
maxy(i,3) = 2;
end
if ~isempty(tmpl) I ~isempty(tmp2)
k = [k i]; % Breaking only at crack tips
end
end
if isempty(k)
maxy2 = maxy(j,:);
else
maxy2 = maxy(k,:);
end
clear tmp j k maxy
maxy = maxy2;
clear maxy2
end
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X%%XXXX Eliminating columns of broken nodes %%%%%%XXX X XXXX
tmp = maxy(size(maxy,1),1:2);
flag = ones(1,size(maxy,1));
for i = size(maxy,1)-1:-1:1
if (maxy(i,1) == tmp(1) - 1) & (abs(maxy(i,2) - tmp(2)) == 1)
flag(i) = flag(i+1) + 1;
end
tmp = maxy(i,1:2);
end
j = find(flag < 3);
maxy2 = mazy(j,:);
clear tmp j maxy
maxy = maxy2;
clear maxy2
if ~isempty(fault)
newfault(:,1) = [fault(:,1)' maxy(:,1)']';
newfault(:,2) = [fault(:,2)' maxy(:,2)']';
newfault(:,4) = [fault.tn(:,3)' maxy(:,4)']';
newfault(:,5) = [fault.tn(:,4)' maxy(:,5)']';
tmpl = find(maxy(:,3) == 1 | maxy(:,3) == 3);
tmp2 = find(maxy(:,3) == 2 | maxy(:,3) == 4);
tmp(tmpl) = 1;
tmp(tmp2) = -1;
newfault(:,3) = [fault(:,3)' tmp]';
else
newfault(:,l) = maxy(:,l);
newfault(:,2) = maxy(:,2);
newfault(:,4) = maxy(:,4);
newfault(:,5) = maxy(:,5);
tmpl = find(maxyC:,3) 1 Iaxy(:,3) 3);
tmp2 = find(maxy(:,3) == 2 may:,3) 4);
tmp(tmpl) = 1;
tmp(tmp2) = -1;
newfault(:,3) = tmp';
end
newfault = sortrows(newfault);
tau = 0.85 * newfault(:,4)';
mikiol = mikil;
mikio2 = miki2;
clear mikil miki2
num = 1;
while size(newfault,1) > size(fault,1) & num <= MAXIT
fault = newfault;
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nfault = size(fault,l)
fault(:,1)'
fault(:,2)'
fault(:,3)'
[uu,numslip] = form-fault(tecin,theta,nx,ny,xx,yy,dxl,dxr,nfault,fault,tau,materialrho);
cd(dir);
unix(command);
cd(home);
[topo,geom,maxfaulty,faulttn] =
load-fault(tecout,theta,nx,ny,nfault,numslip,mu_01,mu_02,C_01,c_02);
clear newfault
maxy = maxfaulty(find(maxfaulty(:,6) > 1),:);
if isempty(maxy)
disp(['No more faults'])
return
end
j = [1;
k = [1;
for i = 1:size(maxy,1)
tmp = find(fault(:,i) == maxy(i,1));
if isempty(tmp)
j = Iij i];
elseif isempty(find(fault(tmp,2) == maxy(i,2)))
j = [j i];
end
tmp2 = find((((fault(:,1) == maxy(i,l) + 1) & (fault(:,2) == maxy(i,2) - 1))
((fault(:,i) == maxy(i,1) - 1) & (fault(:,2) == maxy(i,2) + 1))) & fault(:,3) == -1);
tmp1 = find((((fault(:,l) maxy(i,l) + 1) & (fault(:,2) == maxy(i,2) + 1))
((fault(:,i) == maxy(i,1) - 1) & (fault(:,2) == maxy(i,2) - 1)) & fault(:,3) 1));
if ~isempty(tmp1)
maxy(i,3) = 1;
end
if ~isempty(tmp2)
maxy(i,3) = 2;
end
if ~isempty(tmpl) I ~isempty(tmp2)
k = [k i]; % Breaking only at crack tips
end
end
if isempty(k)
maxy2 = maxy(j,:);
else
maxy2 = maxy(k,:);
end
clear tmp j k maxy
maxy = maxy2;
clear maxy2
tmp = maxy(size(maxy,l),1:2);
flag = ones(l,size(maxy,l));
for i = size(maxy,l)-1:-1:1
if (maxy(i,l) == tmp(1) - 1) & (abs(maxy(i,2) - tmp(2)) == 1)
flag(i) = flag(i+1) + 1;
end
tmp = maxy(i,1:2);
end
j = find(flag < 3);
maxy2 = maxy(j,:);
clear tmp j maxy
maxy = maxy2;
clear maxy2
nevfault(:,l) = Efault(:,l)' maxy(:,l)']';
newfault(:,2) = Efault(:,2)' maxy(:,2)']';
newfault(:,4) = [fault-.tnC:,3)' maxy(:,4)']';
newfault(:,5) = Efault~tn(:,4)' maxyC:,5)'I';
tmpl = find(maxy(:,3) ==1I maxy(:,3) ==3);
tmp2 = find(maxy(:,3) ==2 Imaxy(:,3) ==4);
tmp(tmpl) = 1;
tmp(tmp2) = -1;
newfault(:,3) = [fault(:,3)' tmpP';
newfault = sortrows(newfault);
tau = 0.85 *newfault(:,4)';
num = num +1
clear mikiol mikio2
mikiol = mikil;
mikio2 = miki2;
clear mikil miki2
end
function [uu,numslpnode] = formfault(name,name2,nx,ny,xx,yy,dxl,dxr,numslp,splitnode,taumaterialrho)
X name is the name of the input file for Tecton
X name2 is the name of a data file used to store information on the faulted nodes
% nx, ny number of nodes,
X xx, yy are the x and y grid positions.
X dxl, dxr are the left and right grid movements.
X numslp number of split nodes.
. splitnode actual split nodes.
. tau, is the shear stress on the split nodes.
X material is an array specifying Young's modulus and the depth of that layer
X rho is the density structure.
id = fopen(name,'w');
nyl = (ny-1)/2 + 1;
ny2 = (ny-l)/2;
nxi = (nx-l)/2 + 1;
nx2 = (nx-l)/2;
Tnumnode = nxl*nyl + nx2*ny2;
Tnumel = (nx-1) * (ny-1);
fprintf(id,'/*-------------------------- ------------ \n');
fprintf(id,' " %d NODE PROBLEM" \n',Tnumnode);
fprintf(id,'/*--------------------------------------\n');
fprintf(id,' X5d X5d\n',Tnumnode,2);
fprintf(id,'/*--- -------------------------------- \n');
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXX GEOMETERY XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX%%XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
dy = (yy(2)-yy(1))/(ny-1);
dx = (xx(2)-xx(1))/(nx-1);
angle = atan(dy/dx);
y yy(l);
ii = Tnumnode - nyl + 1;
fprintf(id,' X5d X5d X3.3E X3.3E\n',1,ny,xx(1),y);
fprintf(id,' X5d X5d X3.3E X3.3E\n',ii,0,xx(2),y);
y y + 2*dy;
ii = ii + 1;
for i=2:nyl
fprintf(id,' X5d X5d X3.3E X3.3E\n',i,ny,xx(1),y);
fprintf(id,' %5d X5d %3.3E X3.3E\n',ii,O,xx(2),y);
fprintf(id,' X5d X5d %3.3E X3.3E\n',i + ny2,ny,xx(1) + dx,y - dy);
fprintf(id,' X5d %5d X3.3E X3.3E\n',ii - ny1,O,xx(2) - dx,y - dy);
y = y + 2*dy;
ii = ii + 1;
end
fprintf(id,'//END OF NODAL COORDINATE DATA \n');
fprintf(id,'/*--- ------------------------- ------\n');
XXXXXX BOUNDARY CONDITIONS XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
yhidro = fliplr(sort([material((1:length(rho)-1),2)' yy(l)])) - [0 material((l:length(rho)-l),2)'];
tmp = find(yhidro > 0.0);
yhidro(tmp) = 0.0;
hidro-press = -1.62*dx*rho*yhidro';
endy = 1;
for i=1:nyl
if i==round((l+nyl)/2)
fprintf(id,' %5d %id Xid %d
else
endy=0;
fprintf(id,' %5d Xid %d %1d
%1.4E %1.6E\n',i,0,1,1,dxl,0.0);
X1.4E %1.4E\n',i,0,1,0,dxl,0.0);
end
fprintf(id,'/*----------------------------------------------\n");
endy = 1;
al = (nxl-1)*nyl + nx2*ny2 + 1;
a2 = Tnumnode;
for i=al:a2
if i==round((a1+a2)/2)
fprintf(id,' X5d Xd Xid %1d
else
endy=O;
fprintf(id,' %5d Xid Xid %d
X1.4E X1.6E\n',i,0,1,1,dxr,0.0);
%1.4E %1.4E\n',i,0,1,0,dxr,0.0);
end
clear midy
fprintf(id,'/*----------------------------------------------\n');
fprintf(id,'/*-------------------------------------------\n');
fprintf(id,'//END OF BOUNDARY CONDITION DATA\n');
fprintf(id,'/*----------------------------------------------\n');
fprintf(id,'/*----------------------------------------------\n');
fprintf(id,'//END OF WINKLER RESTORING FORCE DATA\n');
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
%XXXX SKEW ROTATIONS %XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX%%% XX XX X XXXXXX%%%%%XX
if ~isempty(splitnode) & numslp -= 0
isplit = splitnode(:,1);
jsplit = splitnode(:,2);
azim = splitnode(:,3);
nsplit = length(isplit);
for i 1:nsplit
if mod(jsplit(i),2) == 0
nodei = jsplit(i)/2*ny1 + (jsplit(i)/2 - 1)*ny2 + isplit(i)/2;
else
nodei = (jsplit(i) - 1)/2*ny1 + (jsplit(i) - 1)/2*ny2 + (isplit(i) - 1)/2 + 1;
end
if azim(i) == 1
fprintf(id,' X3d
elseif azim(i) == -1
fprintf(id,' X3d
%1d %3.1f %3.lf\n',nodei,0,90 - angle*180/pi,0.0);
%1d %3.1f X3.1f\n',nodei,0,90 + angle*180/pi,0.0);
end
end
fprintf(id,'//END OF SKEW ROTATION DATA\n');
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XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXX INTEGRATION CONTROL %X%%%%XXXXXXX %%%%%%%XXXXXXXXXXXX%
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
fprintf(id,' 1 0 1 1 1 \n');
fprintf(id,'/*---------------------------------------------\n');
fprintf(id,'\n');
fprintf(id,'/*------------ --------------------------------- \n');
fprintf(id,' 1\n');
fprintf(id,'/*-- ------------------------------------------ \n');
fprintf(id,' O.\n');
fprintf(id,'/*- ---------------- )-------------------------- ;
fprintf(id,' 0.5 \n");
fprintf(id,'//END OF DATA ON NODES WHERE DISPLACEMENTS ARE SAVED\n');
fprintf(id,'/*-------------- -----------------------------\n");
if numslp > 0
splitnode_1 = find(splitnode(:,1) == 1);
splitnode-ny = find(splitnode(:,1) == ny);
if mod(splitnode(:,1),2) -= mod(splitnode(:,2),2)
disp(['Not the correct faulted nodes'])
return;
end
if isempty(splitnode_1) & isempty(splitnodeny)
numslpnode = length(find(mod(splitnode(:,1),2) 
-= 0))*8 + length(find(mod(splitnode(:,1),2) 0))*4;
elseif ~isempty(splitnode-ny) I ~isempty(splitnode_1)
numslpnode = (length(find(mod(splitnode(:,1),2) -= 0)) -
length(splitnode-ny)/2 - length(splitnode_1)/2)*8 +
length(find(mod(splitnode(: ,1) ,2) == 0))*4;
end
else
numslpnode = 0;
end
fprintf(id,' %5d X1d 2 0 %5d 0 0 0\n',
Tnumel,length(material(:,1)),numslpnode);
fprintf(id,'//END OF DATA ON ELEMENTS WHERE STRESSES ARE SAVED\n');
fprintf(id,'/*--- ----- ------------------------------ \n');
for i = 1:length(material(:,1))
fprintf(id,' X1d X2.1E .25 %1.4E 0.EOO 1.0 \n',i,material(i,1),0.O);
end
fprintf(id,'/*--------- ---------------------------------- \n');
fprintf(id,' 0.0 -1.62 \n');
fprintf(id,'/*--- ----------- )----------------------------- ;
X%%%%X ELEMENT INFORMATION XXXXX%%%%%%%%XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
idth = fopen(name2,'w');
j = 1;
for i 1:4*(nxl - 1):Tnumel-4*(nxl - 1)+1
il =i;
nd111 = j; nd211 = j + ny; nd311 = j + nyl; nd411 = nd311;
nd121 = Tnumnode - ny - (nyl - j); nd221 = nd121 + ny; nd321 = nd121 + nyl; nd421 = nd321;
i2 = i + nxl - 1;
nd112 = j; nd212 = j + nyl; nd312 = j + 1; nd412 = nd312;
nd122 = Tnumnode - ny - (nyl - j); nd222 = nd122 + nyl; nd322 = nd122 + 1; nd422 = nd322;
i3 = i + 2*(nxl - 1);
nd113 = j + nyl; nd213 = j + ny + 1; nd313 = j + 1; nd413 = nd313;
nd123 = Tnumnode - ny + j; nd223 = nd123 + nyl; nd323 = nd123 - ny2;
i4 = i + 3*(nxl - 1);
ndll4 = j + ny; nd214 = j + ny + 1; nd314 = j
nd124 = Tnumnode - nyl + j; nd224 = nd124 + 1; + nyl; nd414 = nd314;nd324 = nd124 - ny2;
nd423 = nd323;
nd424 = nd324;
y = yy(l) + j*2*dy;
tmp = y - material(:,2);
mat = find(tmp < 0);
[jj,mat] = max(tmp(mat));
if isempty(mat)
mat = 0;
elseif mat >= length(material)
mat = mat - 1;
end
mat = mat + 1;
fprintf(id,' %3d Xid X5d X5d X5d X5d
fprintf(id,' %3d %ld %5d %5d %5d %5d
ii + nxl - 2,mat,ndl2l,nd221,nd321,nd421,C
X3d\n',il,mat,ndll,nd2ll,nd3l,nd4ll,ny);
%3d\n',...
fprintf(id,' X3d Xid X5d X5d X5d X5d X3d\n',i2,mat,ndll2,nd212,nd312,nd412,ny);
fprintf(id,' %3d Xld X5d X5d %5d %5d %3d\n',...
i2 + nxl - 2,mat,nd122,nd222,nd322,nd422,0);
fprintf(id,' X3d Xld %5d %5d %5d X5d
fprintf(id,' X3d Xld %5d %5d %5d X5d
i3 + nxl - 2,mat,nd123,nd223,nd323,nd423,C
%3d\n',i3,mat,ndll3,nd213,nd313,nd4l3,ny);
%3d\n',...
fprintf(id,' X3d Xid %5d %5d %5d %5d X3d\n',i4,mat,ndll4,nd214,nd314,nd414,ny);
fprintf(id,' %3d %ld %5d %5d %5d %5d %3d\n',...
i4 + nxl - 2,mat,ndl24,nd224,nd324,nd424,O);
kk = 0;
for k = i:i+nxl-2
ndl = ndl1 + kk*ny;
nd2 = nd2ll + kk*ny;
nd3 = nd3ll + kk*ny;
fprintf(idth,' X5d %5d %5d\n',ndl,nd2,nd3);
kk = kk + 1;
end
kk = 0;
for k = i2:i2+nxl-2
ndl = nd112 + kk*ny;
nd2 = nd212 + kk*ny;
nd3 = nd312 + kk*ny;
fprintf(idth,' %5d %5d %5d\n',ndl,nd2,nd3);
kk = kk + 1;
end
kk = 0;
for k = i3:i3+nxl-2
ndl = nd113 + kk*ny;
nd2 = nd213 + kk*ny;
nd3 = nd313 + kk*ny;
fprintf(idth,' %5d %5d %5d\n',ndl,nd2,nd3);
kk = kk + 1;
kk = 0;
. .. .... . .. . .
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for k = i4:i4+nxl-2
nd1 = nd114 + kk*ny;
nd2 = nd214 + kk*ny;
nd3 = nd314 + kk*ny;
fprintf(idth,' X5d X5d X5d\n',ndi,nd2,nd3);
kk = kk + 1;
end
j = j + 1;
end
fclose(idth);
fprintf(id,'//END OF IEN ARRAY DATA\n');
fprintf(id,'/*----------------------------------------------\n');
fprintf(id,'//END OF INITIAL STRESS DATA\n');
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X%%%% SLIPPARY NODES X%%XXX%%XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX%%%%% XX X XX X X
if isempty(tau)
flag = 1;
else
flag = 0;
end
if ~isempty(splitnode) & numslp 0
isplit = splitnode(:,1);
jsplit = splitnode(:,2);
azim = splitnode(:,3);
nsplit = length(isplit);
for i = 1:nsplit
if mod(jsplit(i),2) == 0
nodei = jsplit(i)/2*nyl + (jsplit(i)/2 - 1)*ny2 + isplit(i)/2;
else
nodei = (jsplit(i) - 1)/2*ny1 + (jsplit(i) - 1)/2*ny2 + (isplit(i) - 1)/2 + 1;
end
if flag
tau(i) = 0.0;
end
tau(i) = tau(i)*sqrt(dx^2 + dy^2);
if isplit(i) == ny
llele = Tnumel - 2*(nxl -1) + (jsplit(i) - 1)/2;
if azim(i) == 1
fprintf(id,' %3d %3d %2d %2d %2.1E %2.1E\n',...
llele,nodei,0,1,0.0,tau(i));
fprintf(id,' %3d %3d %2d %2d %2.1E X2.1E\n',...
llele+nx1-1,nodei,0,-1,0.0,tau(i));
fprintf(id,' X3d %3d %2d %2d %2.1E X2.1E\n',...
llele-nxl+2,nodei,0,-1,0.0,tau(i));
fprintf(id,' %3d %3d %2d %2d %2.1E %2.1E\n',...
llele+1,nodei,0,-1,0.0,tau(i));
elseif azim(i) == -1
fprintf(id,' %3d %3d %2d %2d %2.1E %2.1E\n',...
llele,nodei,0,-1,0.0,-tau(i));
fprintf(id,' %3d X3d X2d %2d %2.1E %2.1E\n',...
llele+nxl-1,nodei,0,-1,0.0,-tau(i));
fprintf(id,' %3d %3d %2d %2d %2.1E %2.1E\n',...
llele-nxl+2,nodei,0,-1,0.0,-tau(i));
fprintf(id,'
end
elseif isplit(i) ==
ulele = (jsplit(i)
if azim(i) == 1
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
elseif azim(i) ==
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
end
elseif mod(isplit(i)
liele = (isplit(i)
if azim(i) == 1
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
elseif azim(i) ==
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
%3d %3d %2d X2d
llele+1,nodei,0,1,0.0,-tau(i));
1
- 1)/2;
X3d %3d %2d %2d
ulele,nodei,0,1,0.0,tau(i));
X3d X3d %2d %2d
ulele+3*(nxl-1),nodei,0,1,0.0,tau(i));
%3d X3d X2d X2d
ulele+nx1,nodei,0,1,0.0,tau(i));
%3d X3d X2d %2d
ulele+1,nodei,O,-1,0.0,tau(i));
-1
X3d %3d %2d X2d
ulele,nodei,O,-1,0.0,-tau(i));
X3d %3d %2d %2d
ulele+3*(nxi-1),nodei,0,1,0.0,-tau(i));
X3d %3d %2d %2d
ulele+nx1,nodei,0,1,0.0,-tau(i));
%3d %3d %2d %2d
ulele+1,nodei,0,1,0.0,-tau(i));
,2) == 0
/2 - 1)*4*(nxl - 1) + jsplit(i)/2;
%3d X3d %2d %2d
llele+1*(nxl-1),nodei,0,1,0.0,tau(i));
X3d %3d %2d X2d
llele,nodei,0,-1,0.0,tau(i));
%3d %3d %2d %2d
llele+3*(nx1-1),nodei,0,-1,0.0,tau(i));
X3d %3d %2d %2d
llele+2*(nx1-1),nodei,0,1,0.0,tau(i));
-1
%3d %3d %2d %2d
llele+1*(nxl-1),nodei,0,-1,0.0,-tau(i));
%3d %3d %2d %2d
llele,nodei,0,-1,0.0,-tau(i));
%3d %3d %2d X2d
llele+3*(nxi-1),nodei,0,1,0.0,-tau(i));
%3d %3d %2d %2d
llele+2*(nxl-1),nodei,0,1,0.0,-tau(i));
end
else
llele = ((isplit(i) - 1)/2 - 1)*4*(nxl - 1) + 2*(nxl - 1) +
ulele (isplit(i) - 1)/2*4*(nxl - 1) + (jsplit(i) - 1)/2;
if azim(i) == 1
fprintf(id,' %3d X3d X2d %2d
llele,nodei,0,1,0.0,tau(i));
fprintf(id,' %3d %3d %2d %2d
llele+nxl-1,nodei,0,-1,0.0,tau(i));
fprintf(id,' X3d %3d %2d X2d
llele-nxl+2,nodei,0,-1,0.0,tau(i));
fprintf(id,' %3d %3d %2d %2d
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
llele+1,nodei,0,-1,0.0,tau(i));
X3d %3d X2d X2d
ulele,nodei,0,1,0.0,tau(i));
%3d %3d %2d X2d
ulele+3*(nxl-l),nodei,0,1,0.0,tau(i));
%3d %3d %2d %2d
ulele+nxl,nodei,0,1,0.0,tau(i));
X2.1E
X2.1E
X2.1E
X2.1E
X2.IE
%2.1E
X2.1E
%2.1E
X2.1E
%2.1E
%2.1E
%2.1E
X2.1E
%2.1E
%2.1E
%2.1E
X2.1E
%2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n'
X2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n',
%2.1E\n',...
%2.1E\n'
X2.1E\n',...
%2.1E\n'
%2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n',...
%2.1E\n',...
%2.1E\n',...
%2.1E\n ...
%2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n',.
X2.1E\n',.
(jsplit(i) - 1)/2;
X2. 1E
X2.1E
X2.1E
X2.1E
X2.1E
X2.1E
%2. 1E
%2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n',...
%2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n',
fprintf(id,'
elseif azim(i)
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
fprintf(id,'
end
end
X3d X3d %2d %2d
ulele+1,nodei,O,-1,0.0,tau(i));
== -1
X3d X3d X2d X2d
llele,nodei,O,-1,0.0,-tau(i));
%3d X3d %2d X2d
llele+nxl-1,nodei,O,-1,0.0,-tau(i));
%3d %3d X2d %2d
llele-nxl+2,nodei,O,-1,0.0,-tau(i));
%3d %3d %2d %2d
llele+1,nodei,0,1,0.0,-tau(i));
%3d %3d %2d %2d
ulele,nodei,O,-1,0.0,-tau(i));
X3d %3d %2d %2d
ulele+3*(nx1-1),nodei,0,1,0.0,-tau(i));
%3d %3d %2d %2d
ulele+nx1,nodei,0,1,0.0,-tau(i));
%3d %3d %2d %2d
ulele+1,nodei,0,1,0.0,-tau(i));
end
end
fprintf(id,'//END OF WINKLER RESTORING FORCE DATA\n');
fclose(id);
uu =1;
%2.1E
%2.1E
X2. 1E
%2.1E
%2.1E
X2. 1E
X2. 1E
%2.1E
X2.1E
X2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n'
X2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n'
X2.1E\n',...
X2.1E\n',...
function [topo,newgeom,maxfault,fault-tn] = ...
load-fault(name,thetaname,nnx,nny,slip,nslip,mu_01,mu_02,C_01,C_02)
% name is the name of the output file for Tecton
X thetaname is the name of a data file used to store information on the faulted nodes
% nnx, nny number of nodes,
X slip, nslip number of split nodes.
X mu_01 and mu.02 are the coefficient of internal friction of each node
% C_01 and C.02 are the cohesive strength of each node
load(thetaname);
id = fopen(name);
numnode = fscanf(id,'%d',1);
nyl = (nny-1)/2 + 1;
ny2 = (nny-1)/2;
nxi = (nnx-1)/2 + 1;
nx2 = (nnx-1)/2;
tmp = nx1*nyi + nx2*ny2;
if numnode -= tmp
disp(['Not the correct number of nodes'])
newgeom = 0;
s = 0;
return;
end
caption=fscanf(id,'Xc',40);
fscanf(id,'%d',5);
geom = fscanf(id,'Xlf',[3 numnode]);
geom = geom(2:3, :);
dy = geom(2,2) - geom(2,I);
dx = geom(l,nny+1) - geom(1,1);
len=fscanf(id,'f',1);
fscanf(id,'Xlf',1);
fscanf(id,'Xlf',len);
fscanf(id,'Xlf',2);
material = fscanf(id,'Xd',2);
fscanf(id,'%lf',material(1)*material(2));
tmp = fscanf(id,'%lf',4);
numelement = tmp(l);
fscanf(id,'.f' ,[6 numelement]);
if slip > 0
sliP = fscanf(id,'%lf',[7 nslip])';
end
fscanf(id,'%lf',1);
e=fscanf(id,'Xlf',[2 numnode]);
slippary = [];
if slip > 0
slippary = fscanf(id,'Xlf',[3 slip])';
end
s=fscanf(id,'%lf',[4 numelement]);
newgeom = geom + e;
stress-old(:,1,1) = s(1,:);
stressold(:,1,2) = S(4,:);
stress-old(:,2,1) = s(4,:);
W MMMMN IW,,
stress-old(:,2,2) = s(2,:);
stress-old(:,3,3) = s(3,:);
stress-old(:,2,3) = 0.0;
stress-old(:,3,2) = 0.0;
stress-old(:,1,3) = 0.0;
stress-old(:,3,1) = 0.0;
lithol = zeros(nxl-1,3,3);
litho2 = zeros(nxl-1,3,3);
litho3 = zeros(nxl-1,3,3);
for i=2:2:2*(nyl-1)
llel = (i/2-1)*4*(nxl-1)+1;
yyy = (2*(nyl - 1) - i + 1)*dy/2;
lithoOl = -3.e3*1.62*(2*(nyl - 1) - i + 1)*dyI2;
litho02 = -3.e3*1.62*(2*(nyl - 1) - i + 1 + 2./3)*dy/2;
litho03 = -3.e3*1.62*(2*(ny1 - 1) - i + 1 - 2.13)*dy/2;
lithol(:,1,1) = litho0l;
litho1(:,2,2) = litho0l;
litho1(:,3,3) = litho0l;
litho2(:,1,1) = litho02;
litho2(:,2,2) = litho02;
litho2(:,3,3) = litho02;
litho3(:,1,1) = litho03;
litho3(:,2,2) = litho03;
litho3(:,3,3) = litho03;
stress-newl(1:nx1-1,i-1,:,:) = stressold(llel:llel+nxl-2,:,:) + litho2;
stress newl(1:nxl-1,i,:,:) = stress-old(llel+2*(nxl-1):llel+3*(nx-1)-1,:,:) + litho3;
stress.new2(1:2:2*(nxl-1)-1,i/2,:,:) = stress-old(llel+1*(nxl-1):llel+2*(nx1-l)-,:,:) + lithol;
stress-new2(2:2:2*(nxl-1),i/2,:,:) = stress.old(llel+3*(nxl-1):llel+4*(nxl-1)-1,:,:) + lithol;
end
angle = atan((geom(2,2) - geom(2,1))/(geom(l,nny+1) - geom(1,1)));
Rot2 = [cos(pi/2 + angle) -sin(pi/2 + angle) 0;sin(pi/2 + angle) cos(pi/2 + angle) 0;0 0 1];
Rot1 = [cos(pi/2 - angle) -sin(pi/2 - angle) 0;sin(pi/2 - angle) cos(pi/2 - angle) 0;0 0 1];
if slip > 0
jfault = rem(slippary(:,1),nny); % y comp
tmp = find(jfault == 0);
jfault(tmp) = nny;
tmpl = find(jfault <= nyl);
tmp2 = find(jfault > nyl);
jfault(tmp2) = jfault(tmp2) - nyl;
jfaultl = jfault(tmpl);
jfault2 = jfault(tmp2);
jfault(tmpl) = 2*jfault(tmpl) - 1;
jfault(tmp2) = 2*jfault(tmp2);
ifault = ceil(slippary(:,1)/nny); X x comp
ifaultl = ifault(tmp1);
ifault2 = ifault(tmp2);
ifault(tmpl) = 2*ifault(tmpl) - 1;
ifault(tmp2) = 2*ifault(tmp2);
end
for i = 1:slip
tmp = find(sliP(:,2) == slippary(i,l));
if sliP(tmp(1),4) == 1
azim(i) = 1;
elseif sliP(tmp(1),4) == -1
azim(i) = -1;
end
end
tmpl = find(azim == 1);
tmp2 = find(azim == -1);
figure(5)
plot(ifault(tmp1),jfault(tmpi),'bd')
hold on
plot(ifault(tmp2),jfault(tmp2),'rx')
hold off
tipi = [];
if ~isempty(tmp1)
tip1(:,i) = [jfault(tmp1)'-1 jfault(tmp1)"+1]';
tipl(:,2) = [ifault(tmpl)'-1 ifault(tmp1)'+1]';
tip1(:,3) = E-ones(1,length(tmp1)) ones(1,length(tmpl))]';
end
tip2 = [];
if ~isempty(tmp2)
tip2(:,1) = [jfault(tmp2)'-1 jfault(tmp2)'+1]';
tip2(:,2) = [ifault(tmp2)'+1 ifault(tmp2)'-1]';
tip2(:,3) = [-ones(1,length(tmp2)) ones(1,length(tmp2))]';
end
notfalti = [;
for i = 1:size(tip1,l)
if isempty(find((tip1(i,2) == ifault) & (tipl(i,l) == jfault))) & tip1(i,1) < nny & tip1(i,1) > 0
notfalti = [notfalti i];
end
end
notfalt2 =
for i = 1:size(tip2,1)
if isempty(find((tip2(i,2) == ifault) & (tip2(i,l) == jfault))) & tip2(i,l) < nny & tip2(i,1) > 0
notfalt2 = [notfalt2 i];
end
end
tipi = tipl(notfaltl,:);
tip2 = tip2(notfalt2,:);
clear tmp tmpi tmp2
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X%%XX%%% STRESS SMOOTHING XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
for i=2:ny1-1
for j=2:nx1-1
iii = []; ii2 = [; jjl = El; jj2 =[;
if ~isempty(tipi)
iii = find((i*2-1 tip1(:,l)) & (j*2-1 tip1(:,2)));
end
if ~isempty(tip2)
ii2 = find((i*2-1 == tip2(:,l)) & (j*2-1 == tip2(:,2)));
end
11 = reshape(stress-newl(j-l,i* 2 -2 ,:,:),3,3);
ul = reshape(stress-newl(j-1,i*2-1,:,:),3,3 );
lr = reshape(stressnew1(j,i*2-2 ,:,:),3,3);
ur = reshape(stressnewi(j,i*2-1,:,:),3,3);
lml = reshape(stress.new2(j*2-2,i-1,:,:),3,3);
uml = reshape(stress-new2(j*2-2 ,i,:,:),3,3);
lmr reshape(stress-new2(j*2-1,i-1,:,:),3,3);
umr = reshape(stress-new2(j*2-1,i,:,:), 3 ,3 );
if ((isempty(iil) & isempty(ii2)) I (~isempty(iil) & ~isempty(ii2)))
length(iil) > 1 1 length(ii2) > 1
tmp = 11 + ul + lr + ur + lml + uml + lmr + umr;
tmp = tmp/8;
elseif ~isempty(iil)
if tipl(iil,3) == 1
tmp = ul + 1r + uml + lmr;
tmp = tmp/4;
elseif tipl(iil,3) == -1
tmp = ul + 1r + uml + lmr;
tmp = tmp/4;
end
elseif ~isempty(ii2)
if tip2(ii2,3) == 1
tmp = 11 + ur + umr + iml;
tmp = tmp/4;
elseif tip2(ii2,3) == -1
tmp = 11 + ur + umr + 1ml;
tmp = tmp/4;
end
end
newx1(j,i) = newgeom(1,(j-1)*nny + i);
newy1(j,i) = newgeom(2,(j-l)*nny + i);
tmp = eig(tmp);
tmp = sort(tmp);
stress-new.newi(j,i,:,:) = zeros(3,3);
stress-new-newl(j,i,1,1) = tmp(3);
stressnewnewl(j,i,2,2) = tmp(2);
stress-new-newl(j,i,3,3) = tmp(l);
end
end
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
%X Top layer %XX%%
% Linear interpolate stress on elements at surface + one inward to find the imaginary stress
% at an element above surface and use these elements to average on nodal stress.
for j=2:nxl-1
112 = (5*stress-newl(j-l,ny1*2-2,:,:) - stress.newl(j-1,nyl*2-3,:,:))/2;
1r2 = (5*stress-newl(j,nyl*2-2,:,:) - stress-newl(j,ny1*2-3,:,:))/2;
m12 = 3*stress.new2(j*2-2,ny-1,:,:) - stressnew2(j*2-2,nyl-2,:,:);
mr2 = 3*stress-new2(j*2-1,nyl-l,:,:) - stress-new2(j*2-1,nyl-2,:,:);
tmp = (112 + 1r2 + m12 + mr2);
clear 112 lr2 m12 mr2
tmp = tmp/8;
newxl(j,ny1) = newgeom(1,(j-l)*nny + nyl);
newyl(j,nyl) = newgeom(2,(j-1)*nny + nyl);
tmp = reshape(tmp,3,3);
tmp = eig(tmp);
tmp = sort(tmp);
stressnewnewl(j,ny,:,:) = zeros(3,3);
stressnewnewl(j,nyl,1,1) = tmp(3);
stressnew.newl(j,nyi,2,2) = tmp(2);
stressnewnewl(j,ny1,3,3) = tmp(1);
end
clear tmp
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XX Bottom layer XXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Just a ssuming the 1 layer and 0 are the same.
for j=2:nx1-1
tmp = stress-newl(j-1,1,:,:) + stress-newl(j,1,:,:) +
stress.new2(j*2-2,1,:,:) + stress.new2(j*2-1,1,:,:);
tmp = tmp/4;
newxl(j,1) = newgeom(1,(j-1)*nny + 1);
newyl(j,1) = newgeom(2,(j-1)*nny + 1);
tmp = reshape(tmp,3,3);
tmp = eig(tmp);
tmp = sort(tmp);
stress-newnewl(j,1,:,:) = zeros(3,3);
stress-new-newi(j,1,1,1) = tmp(3);
stress-new-newl(j,1,2,2) = tmp(2);
stressnew-newl(j,1,3,3) = tmp(1);
end
clear tmp
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XX Second Matrix XXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
for i=1:ny2
for j=1:nx2
iii = 0; ii2 = '[; jji = []; jj2 = [];
if ~isempty(tipl)
ii1 = find((i*2 tip1(:,i)) & Cj*2 == tipl(:,2)));
end
if ~isempty(tip2)
ii2 = find((i*2 == tip2(:,1)) & (j*2 tip2(:,2)));
end
if ((isempty(iil) & isempty(ii2)) I (~isempty(iii) & ~isempty(ii2)))
length(iil) > 1 1 length(ii2) > 1
tmp = stress.newl(j,i*2-1,:,:) + stressnewl(j,i*2,:,:) +
stress.new2(j*2-1,i,:,:) + stress-new2(j*2,i,:,:);
tmp = tmp/4;
elseif ~isempty(iii)
if tipl(iil,3) == 1
tmp = stress-newl(j,i*2-1,:,:);
elseif tipl(iil,3) == -1
tmp = stress-newl(j,i*2,:,:);
end
elseif ~isempty(ii2)
if tip2(ii2,3) == 1
tmp = stress.newl(j,i*2-1,:,:);
elseif tip2(ii2,3) == -1
tmp = stress.newl(j,i*2,:,:);
end
end
newx2(j,i) = newgeom(l,(j-1)*nny + nyl + i);
newy2(j,i) = newgeom(2,(j-1)*nny + nyl + i);
tmp = reshape(tmp,3,3);
tmp = eig(tmp);
tmp = sort(tmp);
stress-new-new2(j,i,:,:) = zeros(3,3);
stress-new-new2(j,i,1,1) = tmp(3);
stress-new-new2(j,i,2,2) = tmp(2);
stress-new-new2(j,i,3,3) = tmp(1);
IMNIIIINIiiii1w
end
for i=1:nyl-1
for j=1:nxl-l
diagi(j,i,:,:) = (stressnewl(j,i*2-1,:,:) + stress-new2(j*2-1,i,:,:))/2;
diag2(j,i,:,:) = (stress.new(j,i*2,:,:) + stressnew2(j*2-1,i,:,:))/2;
diag3(j,i,:,:) = (stress.new1(j,i*2,:,:) + stress-new2(j*2,i,:,:))/2;
diag4(j,i,:,:) = (stress.newl(j,i*2-1,:,:) + stress-new2(j*2,i,:,:))/2;
tmp1 = reshape(diagi(j,i,:,:),3,3);
tmp2 = reshape(diag2(j,i,:,:),3,3);
tmp3 = reshape(diag3(j,i,:,:),3,3);
tmp4 = reshape(diag4(j,i,:,:),3,3);
diag1(j,i,:,:) = Roti * tmp1 * Rot1';
diag2(j,i,:,:) = Rot2 * tmp2 * Rot2';
diag3(j,i,:,:) = Roti * tmp3 * Roti';
diag4(j,i,:,:) = Rot2 * tmp4 * Rot2';
end
end
diagltau = reshape(diagl(:,:,1,2),nx1-1,nyl-l)';
diag2_tau = reshape(diag2(:,:,1,2),nx1-1,nyl-1)';
diag3_tau = reshape(diag3(:,:,1,2),nx1-1,ny1-1)';
diag4_tau = reshape(diag4(:,:,1,2),nxl-l,ny1-1)';
diag1.n = reshape(diagl(:,:,1,1),nx1-1,ny1-l)';
diag2_n = reshape(diag2(:,:,1,1),nx1-l,nyl-l)';
diag3_n = reshape(diag3(:,:,1,1),nxl-l,nyl-l)';
diag4_n = reshape(diag4(:,:,1,1),nx1-1,nyl-l)';
stress-new-taul = reshape((stress-new-newl(:,:,1,1) - stressnewnewi(:,:,3,3))/2,nx1-l,nyl)';
stress-new-n1 = reshape((stress-new-new1(:,:,1,1) + stressnewnewl(:,:,3,3))/2,nxl-l,nyl)';
press1 = reshape((stress-new-newl(:,:,1,1) + stress-new-newl(:,:,2,2) +
stressnewnew1(:,:,3,3))./3,nxl-1,nyi)';
stress-new-tau2 = reshape((stress-newnew2(:,:,1,1) - stressnewnew2(:,:,3,3))/2,nx2,ny2)';
stress-new-n2 = reshape((stressnew-new2(:,:,1,1) + stressneu-new2(:,:,3,3))/2,nx2,ny2)';
press2 = reshape((stress-newnew2(:,:,1,1) + stressnewnew2(:,:,2,2) +
stress-new-new2(:,:,3,3))./3,nx2,ny2)';
[ii1,jj1] = find(-stress-new-n1 == 0.0);
[ii2,jj2] = find(-stress-newn2 0.0);
for i = 1:length(iii)
stress-new_n1(iil(i),jj1(i)) = 1.e3;
end
for i = 1:length(ii2)
stress-new-n2(ii2(i),jj2(i)) = 1.e3;
end
pf1 = stress-new-taul./(C_01*cos(40*pi/180) - mu_01.*stress-new_n1*sin(40*pi/180));
pf2 = stressnewtau2./(C_02*cos(40*pi/180) - mu_02.*stress-newn2*sin(40*pi/180));
for 11 = 1:length(jfaultl)
pf1(jfault1(ii),ifault1(ii)) = 0.0;
if ifault1(ii) < nxl
% Imposing a relaxation region of at least one node to each side of fault
pf1(jfault1(ii),ifaultl(ii)+l) = 0.0;
end
if ifaulti(ii) > 1
pf1(jfault1(ii),ifault1(ii)-1) = 0.0;
end
end
for ii = 1:length(jfault2)
pf2(jfault2(ii),ifault2(ii)) = 0.0;
if ifault2(ii) < nx2
pf2(jfault2(ii),ifault2(ii)+1) = 0.0;
end
if ifault2(ii) > 1
pf2(jfault2(ii),ifault2(ii)-1) = 0.0;
end
end
[pfmax1,jmax1] = max(pf1(1:ny1,2:nx1-1),[],2);
[pfmax2,jmax2] = max(pf2(1:ny2,2:nx2-1),[],2);
jmax1 = jmax1 + 1;
jmax2 = jmax2 + 1;
%XXXX If crack tip > 1 fault there and not sides even if not max %%%
if ~isempty(tipl)
tmp1 = find(mod(tipl(:,1),2) ~= 0);
tmp2 = find(mod(tipl(:,1),2) == 0);
if ~isempty(tmp1)
tipp11(:,1:2) = ceil(tip1(tmp1,1:2)/2);
for iii = 1:size(tipp1l,1)
if (pf1(tippl(iii,1),tipp11(iii,2)) > 1) & (jmaxl(tippl(iii,1)) ~= tipp11(iii,2))
jmax1(tipp11(iii,1)) = tipp11(iii,2);
end
end
end
if ~isempty(tmp2)
tipp12(:,1:2 ) = ceil(tip1(tmp2,1:2)/2);
for iii = i:size(tipp12,1)
if (pf2(tipp12(iii,1),tippl2(iii,2)) > 1)
jmax2(tipp12(iii,1)) = tippl2(iii,2);
if ~isempty(tip2)
tmp= find(mod(tip2(:,1),2) ~= 0);
tmp2 = find(mod(tip2(:,1),2) == 0);
if ~isempty(tmp1)
tipp21(:,1:2) = ceil(tip2(tmp1,1:2)/2);
for iii = 1:size(tipp2l,1)
if (pfl(tipp21(iii,i),tipp21(iii,2)) > 1)
jmax1(tipp21(iii,1)) = tipp21(iii,2);
end
& (jmax2(tipp12(iii,1)) -= tipp12(iii,2))
& (jmaxl(tipp21(iii,1)) -= tipp2l(iii,2))
end
end
if ~isempty(tmp2)
tipp22(:,1:2) = ceil(tip2(tmp2,1:2)/2);
for iii = 1:size(tipp22,1)
if (pf2(tipp22(iii,1),tipp22(iii,2)) > 1) & (jmax2(tipp22(iii,1)) -= tipp22(iii,2))
jmax2(tipp22(iii,1)) = tipp22(iii,2);
end
clear tmp1 tmp2 tippl tipp12 tipp2l tipp22 iii
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXX%% Faulting with matrix 1 XXXXX %%X%%%XXXXXXX%%%
maxfault1(:,1) = [1:2:nny]';
maxfault1(:,2) = jmax1*2-1;
maxfault1(:,6) = pfmaxi;
iin = find(maxfault1(:,1) ~= nny & maxfaultl(:,1) -= 1);
mat = [diag(pf2(Cmaxfaultl(iin,i)-l)/2,(maxfaultl~iin,2)-l)/2))..
diag(pf2((maxfaulti(iin,l)+l)/2,(maxfaultl(iin,2)-l)/2))..
diag~pf2C(maxfaultl(lin,l)+l)/2, Cmaxfaultl(iin,2)+l)/2)) ...
diag(pf2(Cmaxfaulti(lin,l)-l)/2,(maxfaulti~iin,2)+l)/2))];
[tmp,az] =max(mat,[],2);
maxfaultl(iin,3) = az;
azI = find~maxfaultl(iin,3) 1 1 maxfaultl(iin,3) ==3);
az2 =find(maxfaultl(iin,3) 2 1 maxfaultl(iin,3) ==4);
maxfaultl(iin(azl) ,4) =
maxfaultl(iin(azl),5) =
maxfaultl(iin(az2) ,4) =
maxfaultl~iin(az2) ,5) =
(diag(diagi-n(Cmaxfaultl~iin~azl),l)+l)/2,(maxfaultl(iinazl),2)+)/2)) +..
(diag~diag1..t((maxfautii(az),l)l)/2,maxfaultiin(zl) 2)+)/2)) +
(diag~diag3.tauC(maxfaultl(iin(azl),1)-1)/2. (maxfaultl(iim(azi) ,2)-1)/2)))/+
(diag(diag2.na((maxfault(iin~az),I)-)/2,(maxfaultliin(az) 
,2)i)/2)) +2
(diag(diag2tau(maxfaultl(iin~az2) ,)-)/2, maxfaultl(iin~az2) ,2)+)/2)) +..
diag~diag4-.t((maxfaultliin(az2) ,)+)/2,maxfaultl~iin(az2) ,2)-)/2)))/2;
oout-u= find(maxfaulti(: ,1) == nmy);
mat = [diag(pf2C(maxfaultl(oout-.u,l)-1)/2, Cmaxfaultl(ooutu,2)-l)/2)) ...
zeros(length(oout-u) ,1) zeros(length~oout.u) ,1)..
diag~pf2((maxfaultl(oout-u,l)-i)/2,Cmaxfaulti(ooutu,2)+l)/2))];
[tmp, az] = max (mat,[U,2) ;
maxfaulti(oout-u,3) =az;
maxfaultl(oout-u,4) = zeros(length~oout.u) ,1);
maxfaultl~ooutu,5) = zeros(length(oout-u) ,l);
clear im oout-u
oout-i find(maxfaultl(:,1) ==1);
mat =[zeros(length(oout-i),1)..
diag(pf2(Cmaxfaultl(oout-i,l)+l)/2,(maxfaulti(oouti,2)-l)/2))..
diag~pf2C(maxfaultl(oout-i,i)+1)/2, Cmaxfaulti(oout.i,2)+l)/2))..
zeros(length(oout-i) ,1)];
Etmp,azJ = max(mat,[],2);
maxfaultl(oout-i,3) =az;
azi = find(maxfaultl(oout-i,3) ==1I maxfaultl(oout-i,3) ==3);
az2 = find(maxfaultl~oout-i,3) ==2 Imaxfaultl~ooutji,3) 4);
maxfaulti(oouti(azl),4) =
maxfaultl(oout-i(azl) ,5) =
maxfaulti(oouti(az2) ,4) =
maxfaultl(oout-i(az2) ,5) =
diag~diagl-.n(maxfaultl(oout-i(azl) ,1)+1)12,..
Cmaxfaultl~oout-i~azi) ,2)-1)/2));
diag~diagl-tauC(maxfaultl(oout-i(azl) ,1)+1)/2,....
(maxfaultl(oout-i(azl) ,2)-1)/2));
diag(diag4-n((maxfaulti(oout-i(az2) ,1)+1)12,...
(maxfaultl(oouti(az2) ,2)+l)/2));
diag(diag4-tau((maxfaultl(oout-i(az2) ,1)+1)/2,...
(maxfaultl(oout-i(az2) ,2)+l)12));
clear iin oout-i azi az2
7%%%%%%% Faulting with matrix 2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
maxfault2(:,1) = [2:2:nny-l]';
maxfault2(:,2) =jmax2*2;
mat = [diag(pfi(maxfault2(: ,I)/2,jmax2)) diag(pfi(maxfault2(: ,1)12+i,jmax2))..
diag(pfl(maxfault2(: ,l)12+1,jmax2+1)) diag~pfl(maxfault2(: ,1)/2,jmax2+1))];
[tmp,az] = max(mat,[],2);
maxfault2(:,3) az;
azi find(az 1 az ==3);
az2 = find(az 2 Iaz 4);
maxfault2(azl,4) = (diag(diagl-n(maxfault2(azl,i)/2,maxfault2(azl,2)'2)) +
diag(diag3-n(maxfault2(azl,l)/2,maxfault2(azl,2)/2)))/2;
maxfault2(azl,5) = (diag(diagl.tau(maxfault2(azl,l)/2,maxfault2(azl,2)/2)) +
diag(diag3-tau(maxfault2(azl,i)/2,maxfault2(azl,2)/2)))/2;
maxfault2(az2,4) = (diag(diag2-n(maxfault2(az2,l)/2,maxfault2(az2,2)/2)) +..
diag(diag4-n(maxfault2(az2,1)/2,maxfault2(az2,2)/2)))/2;
maxfault2(az2,5) = (diag(diag2.tau(maxfault2(az2,1)/2,maxfault2(az2,2)/2)) +
diag(diag4-tau~maxfault2Caz2,1)/2,maxfault2(az2,2)/2)))/2;
maxfault2(:,6) = pfmax2;
maxfault = Emaxfaultl' maxfault2'PI;
maxfault = sortrows(maxfault);
/%%%%%%%Y Tau on Faulted Nodes matrix I %/%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if -isempty(jfault)
mati find(mod(jfault,2) -= 0);
iin =find~jfault(mati) -= mny & jfault~matl) -= 1);
on = find(azim(mati(iin)) ==1);
or2 =find~azim(matl(iin)) ==-1);
fault-tn(mati(iin~ori))) =
(diag(diagl-.n((jfault(matiiin(orl)))+)/2,Cifault~mati(iin~orl)))+1)/2)) +
diag(diag3-n((jfault~mat(iin(orl)))-)/2,(ifault(matl(iin(or)))-)/2)))/2;
fault-tn(mati(iin(or2))) =..
Cdiag(diag4-nC(jfault(mati(iin(or2)))+l)/2,Cifault(matl(iin(or2)))-)/2)) +
diag(diag2-.n((jfault(matl(iin(or2)))-l)/2,Cifault~matl(iin(or2)))+1)/2)))/2;
tn(mati(iin(orl))) =..
(diag(diagi-tau((jfault(matl(iin(orl)))+1)/2,Cifault(mati(iin~orl)))+)/2)) +
diag~diag3-tauC(jfault(matl~iin~orl)))-1)/2,Cifault~matl(iin(orl)))-l)/2)))/2;
tn(matl(iin~or2))) =..
Cdiag(diag4-.tau((jfault(matl(iin(or2)))+I)/2,Cifault~matl~iin~or2)))-1)/2)) +
diag~diag2-.tau((jfault~matl~iin(or2)))-l)/2,(ifault~mati(iin~or2)))+1)/2)))/2;
oout-u = find(jfault~matl) ==nny);
fault-.tn~matl~oout.u)) = zeros Ci,length(oout-.u));
tn~matI~oout-u)) = zeros(1,length(oout~u));
clear iin oout-u onl or2
oout-i = find~jfault~matl) == 1);
onl find~azim(mati~oout-.i)) ==1);
or2 =find(azim(matl(oout-i)) ==-1);
fault-.tn(mat(oout-i(orl))) =
diag(diagl-n((jfault(matl(oout-i(orl)))+)/2,ifault(matl~oout-i~orl)))+l)/2));
fault-tn(mati Coout.i (or2))) =..
diag~diag4-n.((jfault(matl(oout...(or2)))+i)/2,ifault(mat(oout-ior2)))-l)/2));
tn~mati(oout-.i~orl)))=..
diag(diagl-tau(Cjfault(matl~oout-.i(orl)))+1)/2, Cifault~matl(oout-.i(orl)))+l)/2));
tn(matioout-.i(or2))) =..
diag~diag4-.tau(jfault(mati~oout-.i(or2)))+)/2,ifault~matl~oout-ior2)))-i)/2));
clear oout-i onl or2
%X%%%%%%X% Tau on Faulted Nodes matrix 2 /%%%%%%%%%%7%%Y%%%%%%%%
mat2 =find(mod~jfault,2) == 0);
on = find(azim(mat2) 1);
or2 =find~azim~mat2) ==-1);
fault-.tn(mat2(orl)) =(diag(diagl-.n(jfault(mat2(orl))/2,ifault(mat2(orl))/2)) +
diag~diag3-.njfault~mat2(orl))/2,ifault~mat2(orl))/2)))/2;
fault..tn(mat2(or2)) = (diag(diag4-.n(jfault(mat2(or2))/2,lfault(mat2(or2))/2)) +..
diag~diag2-.n(jfault(mat2(or2))/2,ifault(mat2(or2))/2)))/2;
tn(mat2Corl)) = (diag(diagi..tau(jfault(mat2or))/2,ifault(mat2(ori))/2)) +..
diag(diag3-.taujfault(mat2(orl))/2,ifault(mat2(orl))/2)))/2;
tn(mat2(or2)) =(diag(diag4-taujfault(mat2(or2))/2,ifault(mat2(or2))/2)) +..
diag(diag2-.tau(jfault(mat2(or2))/2,ifault(mat2(or2))/2)))/2;
[tmpl,jjj] = sort(jfault);
tmp2 =fault-.tn~jjj);
clear fault-tn
fault-tn(:,1) = tmp1;
fault-tn(:,2) = ifault(jjj);
fault-tn(:,3) = tmp2';
fault-tn(:,4) = tn(jjj)';
clear or1 or2 tmp tmpl tmp2 az maxfaultl maxfault2 jmaxl jmax2 jjj tn
end
clear cs h diag1 diagln diagltau diag2 diag2_n diag2_tau
clear diag3 diag3_n diag3_tau diag4 diag4_n diag4_tau
clear e geom stress-newl stress-new2 stress-new-nl stress-new-n2
clear stress-new-newl stress.new-new2 stress-new-taul stressnewtau2
clear newxl newx2 newyl newy2
clear ifault ifaulti ifault2 jfault jfaultl jfault2 mat azim
clear ul uml umr ur tmp3 tmp4 pressi press2 pf1 pf2 mu_01 mu_02 C_01 C_02
topoind = 0;
for i = 1:numelement
if slip > 0
fnode = find(i == sliP(:,1));
n3n = theta(i,[1 2 3]);
if ~isempty(fnode)
if length(fnode) == 3
ffnode(1) = find(sliP(fnode(1),2) == n3n);
ffnode(2) = find(sliP(fnode(2),2) == n3n);
ffnode(3) = find(sliP(fnode(3),2) == n3n);
f2node(l) = find(slippary(:,1) == sliP(fnode(l),2));
f2node(2) = find(slippary(:,1) == sliP(fnode(2),2));
f2node(3) = find(slippary(:,1) == sliP(fnode(3),2));
elseif length(fnode) == 2
ffnode(1) = find(sliP(fnode(1),2) n3n);
ffnode(2) = find(sliP(fnode(2),2) == n3n);
f2node(1) = find(slippary(:,l) == sliP(fnode(l).2));
f2node(2) = find(slippary(:,1) == sliP(fnode(2),2));
elseif length(fnode) == 1
ffnode = find(sliP(fnode,2) == n3n);
f2node = find(slippary(:,1) == sliP(fnode,2));
end
xslip = slippary(f2node,2);
yslip = slippary(f2node,3);
pmy = sliP(fnode,4);
pmx = pmy;
xp = newgeom(1,n3n);
yp = newgeom(2,n3n);
xp(ffnode) = xp(ffnode) + (pmx.*xslip)';
yp(ffnode) = yp(ffnode) + (pmy.*yslip)';
clear fnode ffnode f2node;
else
xp = newgeom(1,n3n);
yp = newgeom(2,n3n);
end
else
n3n = theta(i,[i 2 3]);
xp = newgeom(l,n3n);
yp = newgeom(2,n3n);
end
if 1 > numelement - 3*(nx1 - 1)
tmp-topo = find(yp > -dy/4);
if ~isempty(tmptopo)
topo(l,topo-ind+l:topo-ind+size(tmp.topo,2)) = xp(tmp.topo);
topo(2,topoind+1:topo-ind+size(tmp-topo,2)) = yp(tmp-topo);
topo-ind = topo-ind + size(tmp-topo,2);
end
end
tmp = reshape(stress-old(i,:,:),3,3);
s-rot = Rot1 * tmp * Rot1';
fill(xp,yp,s-rot(1,2));
hold on
end
colorbar
hold off
return
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Appendix B
Figures
Qualitative strength envelope for moon/Mercury
0 500 1000 1500
Horizontal Stress [MPa] 2000
Figure B-1: Estimates of the strength envelopes of the moon and Mercury under
horizontal compression. Thick lines are given by Byerlee's law [8], the dashed line
corresponds to a lunar contraction of 2 km, and the dotted lines correspond to the
strength in the ductile regime based on a flow law of dry olivine [22].
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Figure B-2: A comparison of the shear stress field surrounding
crack. The dashed line is the theoretical model the full line is the
an infinite tunnel
numerical one.
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Figure B-3: Subsurface displacements for a semi-analytical solution of a dip slip
normal fault [28].
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Figure B-4: Subsurface displacements for a dip slip normal fault. Numerical results.
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Figure B-5: Faulted nodes resulting from a 2 km global lunar contraction for the
three-layer model, for cohesions of 1, 4, 6 and 8 MPa. The horizontal line represents
the surface. The axis represents node numbers. The results for a two-layer model are
similar.
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Figure B-6: Surface topography for a three-layer model with c = 1
km.
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Figure B-7:
3.7 km.
Surface topography for a three-layer model with c = 20 MPa and AR =
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Figure B-8: Surface topography for a two-layer model (c = 1 MPa and AR = 2 km.)
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Figure B-9: Surface topography for a two-layer model (c = 20 MPa and AR = 3.7
km.)
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Figure B-10: Surface topography for a three-layer model (c = 12 MPa and AR = 2
km.)
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Figure B-11: Surface topography for a three-layer, thin lithosphere model with c = 1
MPa and AR = 2 km.
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Appendix C
Tables
Depth [km]
0- 1
1 - 20
20 <
Table C.1: Lithospheric structure
Vkm E [GPa] p[k]
0.5 0.42 2000
5.2 63 2800
6.7 116 3100
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